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An imaging plateσP) was applied to 1) det巴ctingof low-level contamination that was difficult to detect by a con 
ventiona1 way， 2) measurement of spatia1 distributions of therma1 neu仕ons釦 d3) profile meas町巴m叩 tof fast neu住ons
and proton be釘nof low intensity. For 1)， a 1訂ge-sizeIP (BAS-IIIs) was disposed to th巴sample，and the position and 
intensity of the contamination was identified unambiguously by scanning IP. For 2)， activation foi1s were combined 
with IP to avoid γ-rays from neutron sources and radioactive accelerator components. We placed small gold activation 
foi1s at many points of inter巴stin an accelerator room and disposed th巴mon IP after i立adiation.This m巴thodenabl巴sto 
meas町 巴neuむonspatia1 distribution in a single sc叩 ning困 Weextended this method to profiling of fast neutron by using 
an aluminum pla匂 andprotonむeamswith intensity too low to measure by beam current but too strong to measure by 
puls巴countingby using a thin copp巴rfoil.

盟問。 即S:lmaging plate， Co腕 minationdetection， Ac伽 tionfoil，s，抑制dis帥 utionme醐 rement

1. Intwducti.on 

An imaging plate (IP) is a hlgh-s巴nsitiveand two-

dimensional radiation sensor白atis developed by Fuji Film 

Co.， Ltd. in succession to an X-ray film used in medical di同

agnosis.1) It is阻 integral句rpeof detector having good s叩曲

目itivityfor ionization radiation such as X-， s-andγ-rays and 

charged particles.百1巴r巴foreit is used in many fields of ap-
plications not only medical fields but indus住ialradiography， 
autoradiography and X-ray di自主action巴xperimentsand 80 on. 

IP is a film出品tconsists of a photostirnulable BaFBr:Eu2+ 

phosphor layer which memorizes radiation inforrnation and 

of polyethy lene telephthalate (PET) backing. The stored radi圃

ation image can be read as "Photo-Stimulated Luminescence 
(PSL)" which is in proportion to absorbed radiation intensity 

by sc組 ningIP point-by-point with an irnage reader. The PSL 

irnage is obtained as digital image data血atc回 betreat巴d

easily.2) IP has the following advantages: 1) high s即日itiv回

ity for radiation (1∞ times as high as that of an X-ray film)， 
2) good proportionality to radiation intensity over a large dy-

namic range beyond 104， 3) good spatia1 resolution Oess也四

0.05 mrn) and wide sensitive area (e.g.， 20 cm x 40 cm for 

BAS-IIIs)，4) digita1 image data forradiation image， 5) no ne-
cessity of chernical treatment and 6) reusabilityョetc.

In this study， we applied IPω1) detecting of low-level 

contarnination that was difficult to detect by a conventional 

way， 2) measurernent of spatial dis住ibutionsof therrnal neu-

trons and 3) profile measurement of fast neu佐onsby p-Li neu-
むonso町田租dprotonb巴担nintensi旬 in107 "-' 108 cm-2 S-1 

which is difficult to measure by charge and particle counting. 

The profiling is required for the characterization of radiation 

自巴ldlike p紅ticledis佐ibution.

For 1)， we detected contaminations in lead blocks白紙were

used to shield a Ge det田 torfor low-l巴:velγ-raymeasurement. 
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Wi出 aGM survey meter it was not possible to localize the 
contamination， while a wealc contamination of 137 Cs was ob-

se四 edby the Ge detector. We put a large-size IP (BAS-HIs) 

in contact with lead blocks and expos吋 IPto由巴 radiationto 

localize the contamination. 

Forneu佐onprofile measurement， there has been proposed 
various application of IP with success such as Gd-loaded 
IP，3) a cornbination of a polyethylene converter with IP (IP-

polyethylene method)4)阻 da combination of activation foil 

Wl白 IP(IP-activation me血Od).5)In the methods of Gd-loaded 

IP組 dIP司polyethylene，IP is exposed d出ctlyto radiation 

fields mixed with n即位ons四 dγ-rays.This results in 1紅ge

backgrounds byγ-rays induced by neu仕onsb巴causeIP has 

high se郎社ivitytoγ-rays too. For白ereasons， these meth-
ods紅edi箇cultto apply in neu住onfields such as high圃巴nergy

accelerator facilities. On the other hand， the IP司 activation

method is free仕ombackground γ-rays because IP is not ir-

radiated by neutrons directly. Besides， this method enables to 
rneasure neutron spatia1 dis仕ibutionin a single run by measur司

mgr巴sidualactivities of a set of many activation foils placed in 

points of interest with a 1征ge-sizeIP. We applied IP-activation 
rnethod to measure仕lermaln巴utronspatial dis佐ibutionin仕le

12 MeV baby cyclo佐on(Hl¥ι12) room at Cyclotron and Ra-
dioisotop巴C巴nter(CYRIC) ， of Tohoku University. In the 

社lermaln巴u佐onmeasurernent，仕leCd subtraction technique 

was newly applied with lP-activation method. We set pairs of 

srnall gold foils (1 cm-di担n.)and Cd covered ones for acti-

vation foils in rn四 ypoints in出eaccelerator roorn and dis-
posed社lemon IP at on田 afterirradiation to rneasure th巴ir

activities. It is not問団S8紅Yto do time-consuming activity 

measurernents for many foils with the usual way using a Ge 
detector. 

W巴 extend吋也ism巴thodto profile measurement of fast 

n巴u佐uns組 dproton b巴ams.Fast neu住onprofiling was done 

by using a large-size a1uminum platβ(20 crn x 20 cm) for 

an activation foil and proton be但nprofi1ing was done by us-
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lead blocks are decontaminat巴dby shaving仕1econtaminat巴d

spots. 

ing a白incopper foil. Using仕1eIP， we measure白eactivity 
distribution of irradiated f'Oils白atemit γ-rays. F'Or fast neu-
tr'Ons， wem巴asureda spatial distributi'On in collimated neu仕on
beam which is emitted仕omthe p_7Li neu佐onsource. For pro-
ton beam， w巴measuredspatial dis住ibutionin co1limated pro-
ton beam whose intensity was to'O low to measure by electric 
charg巴buttoo strong to measure by pulse counting 
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Fig. 2 Activity distribution of four lead blocks contacting IP for 
12 ho町 s:(1) τ¥'10 block of left sid巴sare contarninaも巴dwith 
137 Cs， (2) Darkness differences of each block depends on the 
conc唱ntrationof natura1 210 Pb 

2. Neutron spatial distribution measurement 

The experiment was done in a baby cyclo佐on(HM同 12AVF，
SUMITOMO Heavy Industry Co.， Ltd.) room (No.l target 
room; TRl) of CYRIC to study thermal neu住ondistribution 

in甘leroom. The HM12 cyclotron is us巴dfor production of 
radioisotopes for positron emission tomography σET). Fig閏

ure 3 shows a ground fl.oor pl姐 ofTR1.The HM12 cyclotron 
is set 2 m left side from the room center. In Fig.3， C is a beam 
transport tube企omthe larger cyclo仕on(SUMITOMO 930) 
and D is down stairs t'O an underground passage. Numbers in-
dicat巴仕1巴positionsof activation foils. Thin sh巴:etsof gold (0.1 

mm thick， 10 mm diameter， approximately143 mg by weight) 
wereus巴das activation f'Oi1s. To measure thermal neu住ondis欄

tribution in the room， the Cd subtraction method was applied 
with IP-activation method. Foi1s of 48 P必rs(bare and cov司

ered 'Ones with a lmm-thick cadmium foi1) were set 1.5 m 
apart企omeach other and 1.45 m high from仕1efioor level. 
The HM12 cyclo位'Onwas operated 'On出巴 conditi'On白atpro-

ton energy was 12 M巴V，beam current ab'Out 10μA，仕1巴target
material ofwater (H~80) and irradiation time 2 hours. 

1. Contamination detection 

Figure 1 shows血ebackground spec甘umof a Ge det，巴ctor
(EURISYS MESURES EGPC50-195司R(relative efficiency 
48 %)) shielded by lead blocks including contaminated one. 

The measuring time is approximately 40 hours. In the spec・
仕umtheγ-rays企om137Cs (662 keV)仕1atdose not exit in 
nature were detected in addition to radiations of 208TI (511 
keV) and 214Bi， etc. The peak c'Ountrate of 662 keV and 511 
keV are 0.047 and 0.027 cps， respective1y. The 137CS contam-
ination was to'O weak to iden白身柱lecontaminated block using 
conventional survey meters. 

Experiment and Results II. 
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Fig. 1 ')'-ray sp巴C紅umof lead blocks contaminated with a weak ac-
tivity of 137 Cs 

For contamination detection， we us巴:dIP (BAS-IIIs， 20 x 

40 cm) wrapped with a light-tight polyethylene bag. Th巴E

was put in contact with four lead blocks in question during 
12 hours. We scanned IP image by a BAS-1000 sc姐 system

manufactured by F吋iFi加 Co.，Ltd. and analyzed也巴 data
with an image analyzing s'Oftware of MacBAS (v巴r.2.5). The 
measurl巴dIP images for four lead blocks (block size 10 x 20 
cm) are shown in Fig.2. In Fig.2 (1)， contarninations which 

are a杖ributedto spi1ling of a little solution are observed on 
the upper left block. It should be pointed out吐1atIP local-
izes c1early the contaminated points within the block. This 
activity was identified to be due ω137CS by社1eGe detector. 

This fact confirms白atIP is a high-sensitive radiation imag-
ing detector. After recons住uctionof th巴 shieldby using the 
decontarninated lead blocks，性1巴peakof 137CS disappear巴d.

Figure 2 (2) shows another example of image oflead blocks; 
ther巴 isno spot contamination but darkness of each blocks 

differ each other. In IP image， 'dark' means 首位PSLdensi-
ties'. This is due t'O difference 'Of 210Pb content in lead blocks. 
210Pb (half-life: 22.3 ye紅)originates企om238U in nature. 

The 210Pb content in lead blocks differs according to the time 

of refinements and出巴 productiondistrict. Th巴largelycon-
taminated lead block was removed and slight1y contaminated 
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Fig. 3 Arrang巴mentof activation foils in TR.1 48 pairs of gold foils 
(bare and Cd-covered) 

One day after仕lecyc10仕onoperation， gold foils were ar-
ranged on血巴 IP(BAS-IIIs) as in Fig.4 and disposed for 24 
hours in a lead-shield box which reduces the na加ralγ司raysto 
1/1 O. The stored image was read out by社1eBAS-l 000 system. 
Ithas白epix巴1size of 100μm阻 drequirl回 about3.5 minutes 
f'Or reading one image. The activities of some foi1s were mea-
sured with a pure G巴γ-raydetector to identify induced ra-
dioisotopes and to calculate出eyields of 198 Au produced by 
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system. U sual activation foil method巴mploysa Ge detector， 
but in血ecase of veηweak activity and a large number of 
foils，出epresentm巴出odis much more preferable. 
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Fig. 5 (1) Thermal neu佐onspatial distribution， (2) Epitheロnalneu-
柱。nspatial dis位ibution，(3) Cd-ratio spatial distribution， (4) 
Thermal and epithermal neu柱。ndis甘ibutionsat center of 

downstairs 

10 
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Distance旬。

出e197 Au (n，γ) 198 Au reaction wi也 thermaland epithermal 

n巴utrons.The absolute thermal neutron flux is deduced using 
the Ge detector with a cadmium sub仕actionmethod. The ap-

propriate thickness of gold foils for出巴 presentpぽ posewas 
studied by using a 252Cf neu佐onsource. As白巴 result，血E

PSL density (PSL/mm2) of irradiated gold foils reaches satu-
ration beyond 0.05 mm due to an increas巴of白巴self-shielding
effect.τ'he result indicates the minimum appropriate仕lIck司

ness is 0.05 mm， but it is too出into prepare samples and to 
obtain enough counts in activity measurement with a Ge de-

t巴ctor.Therefore we chose 0.1 mm as the仕lIcknessof gold 
foils. 

Theγ-ray spec回 mof NO.l sample was measur，巴dfor 24 

hours with a pure Ge detector. W!巴∞nfirmed白ephoto-peak 
of411.8keVγ四raysfrom 198 Au but could not de低ctthephoto剛

peaks企om196 Au by the 197 Au(n，2n) reaction. This is reason幽

able， because the maximum energy of neu住onsemitted from 
the 180(p，n)18F reaction， 9 MeV， is close to仕le仕rreshold巴L

ergy of the 197 Au(n，2n)196 Au (8.05 MeV). The relative activ-

ities of gold foils are measured as PSL magnitude and shown 
in Fig.4. 

3. Fast neutron profiHng 
The experiment was carried out to know the neu仕onpro明

file in the measurement of activation cross-section and semi-
conductor soft errors at the 5th target room in CYRIC 930 
cyclotron. Fast neutrons used in the experiments were mono-
energetic ones obtained by bombarding a Li m巴taltarget wi仕1
protons accelerat，巴dto 70 MeV. The p巴akneu仕onenergy was 
65 MeY. The experimental setting is shown in Fig.6. Pro四

tons which佐ansmitt巴d也巴 targetare bent ωthe beam dump 
by a bending magnet. Between the neu仕onso町田租d出6

aluminum plate for activation， ther，巴 isa concrete wall (thick-

ness 1m， width 3 m， height 2 m) with a 20 cm x 20 cm wide 
collimator of iron in the center. In出巴upstream of aluminum 
plate，出esamples for activation and semiconductor soft e汀ors

measurement were arranged. In the節 目p巴:rimentsthe data on 
neutron intensity and its dis佐ibutionare necess紅y.

The irradiation was carried out twice wi仕landwi位10utac-
tivation samples in position to see仕leeffect ofせleattenuation 
by samples in出eup位巴am.The activation samples were car-

bon 1.5 cm吐lIck，aluminum 1 cm thick， copper 1 cm thick， a 
low activation concr巴te2cm白ick，etc. Each irradiation time 
was 10 hours at beam current 200 nA and exposure time of IP 
was 24 hours for both arrangements. 

The fast neutron images obtained by IP with activation 
S但nplein and out of place are shown in Fig.7胡 dFig.8， re-
spectiv巴ly.The horizontal PSL dis仕ibu仕onsalong the vertical 
center of血eIP images are shown too， respectively. In Fig.7， 

the silliouette of activation samples is observed. It shows at-
tenuation of仕leneu佐onfiux by activation samples. The line 
in Fig.8 is the silhou巴仕eof a stand for senlIconductor samples. 

These results indicate仕lattheneu佐onattenuation by many ac-
tivation samples in 1ille is as large as且bouta factor of two， but 
the attenuation by semiconductor samples whos巴由化knessis 
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Fig.4 Th巴imageof gold foils measured by IP in single run: pairs of 
b訂 eandCd-∞vered紅巴S巴tat upper and lower， respect初e1y.

Figures 5 (1)， (2)， (3) reconstructed using th巴obtainedPSL 
data with白巴 positioninformation show a仕lermalneu仕on
spatial di甜ibution，an巴pi血ermaln巴u佐ondis住ibutionand a 

Cd四 ratiodis佐ibutionin the plane 1.45 m企omthe fioor level， 
respectively. In Fig.5 (1)，仕lemaximum th巴rmalneu佐onfiux 
was 6.47 x 105 neu紅uncm-2 S-l in NO.15阻 d白巴 nlinimum

was 5.59x 104 neutron cm-2 S-l in NO.34. The results of出e

dis回butionwere reasonable generally becaus巴出巴 targetwas 
around the NO.15 foil. In Fig.5 (2) for epithermal n即位ons血e
maximum was in the NO.8 foil di旺巴ring合'Omthe case of Fig.5 

(1) for therrnal neutrons. This is probably du巴toせlefollowing 
re出 on;出iscyclo住onis self-shielding旬peaccelerator and the 
target surroundillgs紅巴 coveredwith 15 cm聞社lickboron圃 water

and 5 cm-由化klead walls. However around吐leNO.8 foil the 
shielding was not仕lIckenough because of pipes for巴l即位i-
cal wiring and cooling. Ther巴fore，a lot of fast neutrons were 

lealdng without being thermalized well. In Fig.5 (3) the max-
imum was in No.12， because there is shielding material (iroll 
15 cm and polye仕lylene15 cm) for白eo社lerbeam line in仕le

front of NO.12. By sampling in smaller m巴shes，we can ob-
tain finer map， if necess紅y.Figure 5 (4) shows th巴therrnal

neutron distribution at血ecenter of stairs. The dis仕ibutions
go down exponentially from the top of stair (2 m) to the un-
derground fioor (9 m).百1巴activityin the underground floor 
was too weak to measure using a conventional GM counter 
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Fig. 6 The arrangement of fast neutron profiling 

several mm is not 80 large and n巴u位onfiux is almost fiat over 

the irradiation sample. 
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Fig.7 (1) Th巴 fastneutron imag巴 measuredby the IP-aluminum 

method with activation sampl巴sand semiconductor samples 

in， (2) Th巴horizontalPSL distribution along吐levertical cen-

ter 
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Fig.8 (1) The fast n巴utronimage measured by the IP-a1uminum 
method with semiconductor s釘nplesin place， (2) The hori-

zonta1 PSL distribution a10ng th巴vertica1center 

4. Proton beam profiling 

We extended血eIP-activation method to proton b巴訂npro同

file measurem巴ntfor proton-induced semiconductor single 
ev巴ntexp巴riment.In血巴 exp巴riment，a fiat proton in岡山ity

distribution in血echip region is important. To obtain a fiat 

dis位ibution，w巴useda Au foil (0.4 mm thickness)郎社lediι 

fuser for proton energy of 70 Me V. The beam current required 

in白is巴xperimentwas several pA (approximately 107-8 par-

ticle cm-2 sec-1). It was too many to detect by血巴 counter

method but too fl巴wto detect as a beam current. 
Tomeasur巴白巴beamdis住ibutionand intensity on the chip， 

we used a copper foil (20 x 20 mm， 0.1 mm thick) for acι 

vation foils. The distribution of beam int巴nsi匂Twas measur巴d
by IP in仕lesimilar way as仕latfor neutrons. The distribu-

tion was measured by a copper foil and IP， and the number of 

protons by a copper foil and Ge detector. A proton beam was 

collimated within 20 mm o to avoid irradiation on undesirable 

parts. The irradiation time was 10 minutes at beam current of 

200 pA on出ebeむnstopper up stream of the diffuser. The 

exposure tim巴ofIP was 1 hour. 

Figure 1) (1) shows the PSL dis佐ibutionof copper foil mea四

sured by IP using Au for白ediffuser and Figure 1) (2) shows 

the PSL density dis仕ibutionalong the horizontal center of泊-

cident beam and beam diffused by a Au diffus町田dTRIM 
calculation.6) As seen in Fig.9 (2)，仕leshape of diffused beam 

intensity distribution is different from白eGaussian dis仕ibu-

tion of incident beam， c10se to昌rectangularone by th巴TRIM

calculation. How巴V紅白巴 fiatregion (approximately 15 mm) 

obtained by IP is narrower than TRIM ca1culation ( 20 mm). 
In血巴巴:xpenm巴nt，the beam axis might be off th巴centeraxis 

of beam tube. Further s国diesare r巴quiredabout白isdiffer-

ellce， but出ist巴chniquewas shown veη 巴町田tivefor beam 

profiling. 
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Fig.9 (1) The proton image measured by IP and cupper foil on a 

semiconductor chip， (2) The vertica1 PSL distribution a10ng 
the horizontal center 

III. Conclusion 

We have applied IP with very high-sensitivity四 dgood 
spatia1 resolution ( 50μm) to 1) d巴tectinglow-level contami-

n且tionthat was di姐cultto detect by a conventiona1 way， and 
2) measurement of spatia1 dis位ibutionsof也erma1and fast 

neutrons， 3) profil巴 measurementof proton beam intensi匂T.

For 1)， IP was very effl巴ctivefor血巴 advantageof IP that is 

high sensitivi句f胡 dgood spatia1 resolution. For 2) and 3)， 

the reasonable dis佐ibutionswere obtained by IP. The m巴thod

will be useful while出ereare rooms for improvement. Fur仕ler

studies will be continued to develop也etechniques. 
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